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Introduction
DOs
• Importance of ALM during a crisis
• Technological evolution over the past ten years
• How can an ALM function take advantage of today’s technology?
• Critical components of an ALM project

• Lessons learned that can make a project successful

D O N Ts
• ALM’s academic meaning
• Regulation
• Current situation
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Why ALM is
important?
01 RISKS
“A ship in harbour is safe, but that is not what ships are built for” -William G.T. SheddRisks are not the problem. The problem is not knowing that you have those risks in your balance sheet
Interest Rate Risk -IRRInterest rates are constantly changing and these changes impact the value of our assets and liabilities
and, consequently, our Margin. This is especially important with high volatility and uncertainty levels.
➢ Management: control and hedging.

Liquidity Risk
The incapacity to meet short term financial demands could lead to bankruptcy.
➢ Management: control, liquidity buffer and well diversified funding.

0 2 R E G U L AT O R Y R E Q U I R E M E N T S
Especially since the last great financial crisis -2008- regulatory requirements have been increasing and
many of them focused on ALM.
Basel
Founded in 1974. It is the reference on banking supervisory matters. Central Banks and other local
authorities benchmark their ALM frameworks to BIS guidance.

European Banking Authority -EBATheir main task is to create the European Single Rulebook in banking. They also supervise the EU
financial system.

Local authorities
Central Banks and other local financial authorities.

03 PROFITABILITY
ALM is a contracyclical practice. For example, now in a low interest rates, the margin
must be complemented by the ALCO portfolio.
Scenarios
•Interest rate shocks (flattener, steepener, parallel, etc.)
•Behavior changes (NMDs, default, prepayments, etc.)
•New business

What If
To facilitate decision making, it is important to anticipate the impact of every possible action we may
take in terms of margin but also liquidity, EV, MV or, even, regulatory ratios. So nowadays it is
essential to have tools to simulate our balance as well as every potential business action.
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A succesful
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1. ALM policy
The first step is to have an ALM policy.
Knowledge & Expertise
• Limits and control
• Governance
• Contingency plans

Financial behaviors
• Customers
• Products

Control & Updates
• Reporting
• Back testing
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2. Human Capital
Human resources must be:

Try no to spend much time
in automatable tasks.

Motivated

1. ALM policy
Friendly software with a
reasonable learning curve.

To dedicate time to
understand the new solution
and to get the support of
executive members

TEAM
Trained

Organized
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3. Key factors to execute a successful ALM project
1. Do not seek immediate perfection
2. Find a reasonable starting point and start
3. From the start, start by solving information problems.
4. Finally, the project is a marathon and not a sprint.

1. ALM policy
2. Human Capital
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Technology
Evolution
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Technology
Evolution
01 NEW TECHNOLOGIES
Microservices Architecture
Microservice architecture – a variant of the service-oriented architecture (SOA) structural style – arranges an
application as a collection of loosely coupled services. In a microservices architecture, services are fine-grained
and the protocols are lightweight.

Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is the on-demand availability of computer system resources, especially data storage (cloud
storage) and computing power, without direct active management by the user.
Big Data
Big data is a field that treats ways to analyze, systematically extract information from, or otherwise deal with
data sets that are too large or complex to be dealt with by traditional data-processing application software.
Advanced Reporting Layers
New Data Analytics tools give the users better capabilities to create ad-hoc management reports with drilldown capabilities and analysis at a higher granular level.
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0 2 K E Y B E N E F I T S O F B E I N G N AT I V E I N N E W T E C H N O L O G I E S
The new tools that are being developed being native in new technologies have key advantage
compare with legacy systems.
End-to-End
New systems will integrate Data Quality process to ensure data consistency and advanced reporting
layers with Data Analytics capabilities. Integrating the layers that typically is developed apart of the
ALM Engine.

Optimize Computation Times
Having the proper architecture is key for scaling our system. Our system should be ready for achieve
Horizontal scaling.

Balance between Cost and Performance
Being in cloud allows the entities to design and balance the cost and performance. If needed this can
be redesign in a matter of hours, even if better performance is needed or low the cost to
accommodate budget.
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0 2 K E Y B E N E F I T S O F B E I N G N AT I V E I N N E W T E C H N O L O G I E S
The new tools developed being native in new technologies have key advantages compared with
legacy systems.
Continuous Integration (CI)
Having the tool split in micro-processes the deployment of fixes, new functionalities, etc. can be done
without service interruptions.
Time-to-Market cut drastically
Typically the time of having new infrastructure on-premise ready can take months –budgeting,
acquiring, and configuring –, also needs the proper skills sometimes scarce in the market and
expensive. Public clouds and SaaS will allow us to have the infrastructure ready between hours and
days.
Data Analytics and alternative models
In the same tool, you can have better data analytics capabilities – for example, analysis at a
transactional level – and start thinking of implementing alternative models in Data Science and
AI/ML.
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